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About the Author 

Faker Baballah is from Tunisia, specifically from the state of 

Gabes. He was born on the twentieth of the dead of the 

hereafter in the year twenty-one and four hundred and one 

thousand of emigration, corresponding to the eighteenth of 

September in the year two thousand ad, in the city of 

Zarzis. He studied literature at the AL-zuweiher Institute to 

obtain a baccalaureate degree in nineteen and two 

thousand before joining the University of languages 

Located in Gabes to obtain a bachelor's degree in the Italian 

language in twenty two and two thousand. 

Faker started writing at the age of Sixteen, where he was 

writing poems and thoughts to reach one hundred and one, 

the last poem entitled "return", then he moved on to 

writing short books, which is his favorite genre, where he 

always said : "Let's be logical, it is difficult to find today a 

young man reading a book with five hundred pages, it may 

seem difficult, of course, there is an exception, I must keep 

up with my age and be creative with short writings.  He 

has published seven books, six of which are in Arabic: the 

meditator, the Blue World, psi the adventurer, the game of 

time, Adnan, Noor and Abiosis. The seventh book in 

English was entitled «The Kingdom of my heart ". This is in 

addition to writing his most famous quotes: "the enemy 
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saw me near, but when I got closer, I felt myself far away ". 

He not only satisfied with this, but also moved to the world 

of music, where he wrote more than forty songs in different 

styles, where he published through his YouTube channel 

two albums; the first contains songs in classical Arabic, the 

most famous of which are: no to despair, friendship and 

happiness. The second album had songs in the Tunisian 

dialect. Faker is very fond of foreign films and series; he is 

a fan of Marvel Studios and its superheroes.  



 

 

Perface 
In such mysterious situations that pass over the wounded 

mind, things come out that could make him get lost, but if 

he is ready for the Battle of assimilation, this can make a lot 

of things easier. 

Perhaps the reader is wondering at this moment who the 

mutants are and why this mysterious preface 

This is a very short story and is the kind of superhero 

whose theme is about mutants and standing up against 

them, who are mutants? 

Sometimes the world may seem full of scary secrets that the 

mind seeks to solve through its creativity and strong skills. 

These are the secrets for which the mind sails the oceans of 

doubt.  
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It all started when Fikou was walking alone among the 

whiteness (a wall on the right and a wall on the left), as 

usual he tasted the pleasure of walking long distances, 

where he was one of the beings who walk fast in order to 

wrestle with time, deliberately taking an unfamiliar path 

with the intention of discovery and adventure, that 

intention that was too superficial, that is, she did not 

exercise caution and did not protect herself as necessary. 

 

He was committed in the way he walked, among the 

mature trees in the darkness of the forest. The road is clear, 

there is no trace of a person, the trees were in abundance, 

the sound of crickets is rising, so are the sounds of owls. 

Suddenly he heard a very strange sound, similar to the 

sound of flames mixed with the sound of moving leaves, 

from the first he did not care about it, but the sound rises 

slowly and the more he walks, the higher it gets, and then 

he turned behind him to see if someone, he did not find 

anyone and the sound dropped a little, so he turned his 

face forward and a cat came out from among the trees, a cat 

was gray with some black dots in its fur, with red eyes and 

the stranger was long and dragging his tail, which was 

longer than him, stared at Fikou's eyes a little and stopped 

for a while, the boy remained staring at his strange shape 

and thinking that he had discovered a new species of cat, 

he tried to get closer to him, but he soon ran away and left 

behind a black substance that looked like coal mixed with 

water, but his smell was very strong ، He couldn't stand the 

smell, so he closed his nose and continued walking. 
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Fikou returned to his house, pleased as usual, rested a little 

and went out to the cafe, and on his way to it he met Uncle 

Salim, who is a university professor in science, and he 

wanted to inquire about that cat, and when he told him, he 

was also surprised and his facial features changed, so he 

asked him about his whereabouts and said to him in the 

Southern Forest, and also told him about the voice that was 

loud and about that material left by the cat, he told him to 

pass to his house a little later, and he agreed . Fikou was 

left wondering why he was so worried and was eager to go 

home, perhaps to help him with some business. 

 



 

 

 

About half an hour passed and he went to his house, 

knocked on the door and heard him say, "come in, Son, the 

door is open, I'm in the basement," Fikou entered and went 

downstairs, he found him opening a big screen with 

animals, but it was very strange, he asked him why these 

animals are like that, and he answered that they are from 

the same species of cat that he saw, he did not understand 

him then, and wondered how these different animals from 

the same species of cat, he replied: 

- You must be surprised, Well, I'll explain to you, son, what 

we were afraid of could happen at any moment, the 

situation is very dangerous, and if we don't take 

precautions from now, maybe everything will end, that the 

cat you saw is not really a cat, but a mutant. And these are 

not real animals, but mutants. 

- What is the meaning of a mutant I did not understand 

something uncle Salim? 

- Well, son, this sounds very complicated, but to give you 

an overview about it, we live in this world, the tangible 

world, and everything we see and feel, and we know it 

because it is originally planted in ourselves, this is a tree 

because our ancestors taught us that this is called a tree, 

how the sea does not dry up, because this is wisdom from 

God, if the sea dried up, billions of beings would die in it, 

well it's clear to us, there is another world, and it's the 

world of other spirits that live with us and we do not see it, 

and it's the world of demons and elves. But what I will talk 

about now is a mysterious world that is not from our world 

and not from the world of elves, it is a disintegrating 

world, the possibility of its existence in our world seems 
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very small, because its appearance is related to the 

awakening of their first king, most likely their gate opened 

and armies began to spread in our world in search of 

powder called Niarmun in the tree of Kijtan. 

- And what will happen then? What will he do with this 

powder? 

- This powder is very rare in the form of a fruit from that 

tree, and when they get it, they will try to deliver it to their 

king, and then they will squeeze that fruit over his eye to 

open the whole gate and this world will be freed and this 

king will conquer all the worlds. 

- This is a very big problem. But why didn't the cat kill me 

and what's the secret of that smell? 

- That substance that comes out of them is a deadly poison, 

as soon as it touches the skin, it can cause paralysis and tear 

the veins of the mind, but what I noticed that it didn't kill 

you well means that you are the rare type who can prevent 

the leakage of mutants towards our world. You, my son, 

have a superpower that can stand up to their king. 

-  Me? 

- Yes, you, this fight was going to happen sooner or later. 

You are the first hero who will greatly contribute to locking 

the gate forever. But you have to improve the handling of 

your strength because it is very strong. 

- I'm excited, when can I use this power? 

- Not yet, we have to find the blue sword that will make 

you bring out your strength. 



 

 

 

- Where will we find this sword? 

- It is located above the black mountain, but we must hurry 

because the mutants will try to take it to give it to their 

king. And I know the right people to prevent this. 

 

 

 

And at that moment four people entered, three men and a 

woman. Fikou said to Uncle Salim: 

- Who are they? 

Someone replied: 

- First of all, my child, I have to start with the types of 

mutants. Because we're running out of time. 
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Well, these are called Gecorons and they 

are the weakest type of mutants, but 

their number is enormous and they are 

considered to be of the soldier class. 

 

 

 

Secondly, Sisuron, a leader of this type, is 

characterized by the power of water and 

is the one who organizes the armies of 

mutants. 

 

 

The third type is the Morinum, the second 

most powerful type of mutant and his eyes 

are pink, he is considered the Viceroy and 

he is the one who protects him well. And 

he's the only one. He shows signs of aging, 

but he is very strong. 

 

The fourth, last and most dangerous 

type, of course, is king Shorun, his eyes 

are red enough that he stares at anyone 

nearby for ten seconds and joins him 

and becomes a mutant. He is half human 

and half mutant. 



 

 

 

And now I'm going back to your question, ' who are we?' 

 

This is Saidak, the Prince of the sun, 

draws his energy from her, has the 

skill of invisibility and has tremendous 

speed. 

 

 

 

 

This is Frogh, skilled in darts, also 

specializes in martial arts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is Karen, the Princess of Roses, 

who has the power to control plants. 
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I am Luth, the Prince of flames, I 

have the ability to control and 

fling fire. 

 

 

 

 

 

And this, of course, Uncle Salim, a 

professor of science, improves the 

use of advanced weapons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 - Wow, and where do you know the types of mutants How 

do you know their king? 

- Because they invaded the world where I was born, they 

killed many innocent people. I saw Shurun and his power, 

so since then I have followed them and I wanted to know 

many things about them and I was able to discover their 



 

 

 

story. One day, their King planted the blue sword in the 

interior of the planet sun, forming a huge black planet in 

which all the mutants were imprisoned, including the king, 

and the latter has lost consciousness since that time. 

- So can we say that they are now in a large prison? 

- Yeah, kind of, you're the one who can finish them off for 

good and send them back to that prison. 

 Uncle Salim said: 

- Now we have to get to the Kijtan tree first to protect the 

powder of the Naramon and then we start fighting them. 

So everyone went to the tree to hunt for that fruit before the 

mutants picked it up. Uncle Salim said: 

- We have to split up now, Saidak and Frogh, you two go to 

the tree. Luth and Karen take Fikou and go to the black 

mountain where the sword is. 

- And you, Uncle Salim? 

- I'm going to the south to get the book and the powder, so 

I can lock the mutants in a portal and then they won't be 

able to come back. 

The heroes split up and each of them went to a place. 
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-Uncle Salim's journey- 

 
Uncle Salim drove his classic car and drove south towards 

the institute where he would find the book. When he was 

driving, a group of dogs surrounded him and seemed to be 

mutants, so he tried to turn the car over, but Salim 

increased the speed and managed to bring down the dogs. 

But misfortunes do not come individually, and when he 

arrived at the institute, he found a group of Gecorons 

standing in front of the door. 

 

He headed for the back door. He came in and took his gun 

with him. He found the door of the science laboratory 

open, so he kept looking for the powder and found it, but 

the book was in the archive office. So he came out of the 

laboratory and met with one of the Gecorons, and Salim 

shot a bullet at him, and he fell, and the mutant took out 



 

 

 

his material, but Uncle Salim avoided it and shot him 

another bullet in the head and killed him. Uncle Salim ran 

quickly to the archive office, found the door closed, and 

three of the Gecorons came out behind him, and one of 

them said: 

- You will all die, we are breaking free at every moment, 

and soon we will free the king, and then you will no longer 

exist. 

- You're the ones who're all going to die. 

So Uncle Salim fired a bullet and killed one of them, 

another attacked him and hit him on the face, and the third 

took out that substance and unfortunately Salim got dizzy 

and was almost killed by the Gecorons, but a shot came 

from behind and killed the first, so the second tried to 

escape to die too. 

- Dad, I caught up with you, get up, are you okay. 

- Fadwa, my heroine. 

 

 

Fadwa is Salim's daughter. She 

studies like him in the field of 

Science; in addition, she attended 

a martial arts school from a 

young age and learned 

everything in it. 
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So Fadwa gave her father a drink, and when he drank it, 

Uncle Salim recovered. He told her: 

- What is this drink that makes the effect of that substance 

disappear? 

- It's a grape and fig drink, I tried it and it worked. 

- That's good, come on, girl, let's take the book and go. 

- I have it, because I knew you'd take it with the powder. 

They left the school and went to catch up with the rest of 

the group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

-Heroes ' setback- 

 
The heroes passed by the roads, which were full of 

Gecorons. Ten of them objected, and Saidak said: "it's time 

to fight. »He released shining yellow threads and struck 

three of the Gecorons, while Frogh continued to fight with 

his sword as if he were a samurai warrior. It was easy for 

them and they killed them all and kept going. When they 

entered a terrifying forest, Saidak said: "We must be careful 

because mutants are good at hiding in the forests. They 

walked carefully and every time they heard strange sounds 

coming from the trees. Frogh saw two crows heading 

towards them and said: "beware that they are mutants. 

And indeed they were, so they managed to escape from 

them and frog shot two arrows at them and killed them. 

They kept walking until they came to a large field, where 

there was a Kijtan tree. Saidak said: "This is the fruit, let's 

take it quickly and leave."They ran straight towards her but 

were soon cornered by the Gecorons. They resisted as 

much as they could and then the Sisurun came he stood in 

front of them and said:" this fruit is mine, without trying 

because you will not appreciate. Frogh replied: "Come on, 

come and see." 
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Saidak fired his incendiary beams, but the Sisurun 

managed to fight back and also sent his narcotic substance 

consisting of water and hit both Saidak and Frogh. He said 

afterwards: "it was easier than I expected."He took the fruit 

and left. Your master woke up a little from the effect of the 

substance, but it's too late. It will only get worse because 

they will be able to free the King. And your master said:" 

Come on, frog, we have to catch up with Luth and the 

others to tell them that the war is coming. Frogh replied: 

"We messed it up, we could have beaten him but he's 

strong. And Saidak replied: "Don't worry, my friend, it's a 

setback for the heroes." 

This Sisurun was the leader of the army of the Gecorons, so 

what about the King Shurun? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

-The path to the sword- 
 

Luth, Karen and Fikou cross the long bridge, which is 

surrounded by a group of birds. Black birds with red eyes 

resemble those of the cat that Fikou saw at first. Luth said: 

"Karen, try to hurry you and Fikou and I'll distract them." 

Luth radiated heat from his body, while Karen and Fikou 

crossed the bridge and entered a forest, and Fikou asked, 

«what is this wonderful forest?" But how beautiful these 

roses are."He was about to pick one of them, but Karen 

quickly stopped him and said:" this forest is full of plants 

called Kaikiran. Be careful, don't try to touch it, it will 

paralyze you for a long time. In fact, there are those who 

tolerate these plants, except those who had superhuman 

strength. The Kaikirans use it to tame elephants. 

Fikou and Karen cautiously continued their way, and each 

time they heard loud voices, as if they were howling 

wolves. And already they were surrounded by a pack of 

Wolves who were under the control of the Gecorons. And 

Karen said," Are you ready to fight?" And Fikou replied: 

"Yes, let's go." 

So Karen, the Princess of Roses, began to control the plants 

and catch the Wolves, while Fikou took out a weapon that 

Uncle Salim gave him to defend himself and began to aim 

at them until they died. But Fikou fell to the ground after a 

wolf attacked him from behind and fortunately Luth came 

in time and was able to save Fiko.u And Luth said, " Come 

on, let's go into this cave, it will lead us to the mountain. 
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It was a dark cave, but Luth lit a fire with his abilities and 

lit up the place. And Fikou said to Karen: "where did you 

get this power from?" She replied: "I am The Princess of 

plants, I am fond of them from a young age and I have a 

great knowledge of them. My sister Susy and I were always 

learning how to control her, she went deeper and became a 

teacher in this field, and I chose to be a warrior exploring 

on the field. And Fikou said: "one moment, did you say 

Susy, you mean the wife of a wise Sai?" She replied: "Yes, 

exactly, have you heard of him?" He replied: "Of course, 

and who does not know him. Luth also joined the 

conversation and said: "Sai is very important in the process 

of saving the universe, that's why you should meet with 

him. And Fikou replied: "It's a pleasure to meet the 

adventurer Sai; I've read about his adventures, but how did 

you meet each other and where do you know Uncle Salim 

from?" Luth said: "there was a big problem on the planet 

where I live before, so I asked Sai for help, but he 

apologized to me and told me he was on another mission. » 

He sent Karen, who was orbiting between the planets, to 

help people, and she helped me, and since that time we 

have been together. Karen continued the conversation:" as 

for Uncle Salim, I know his daughter Fadwa, when I came 

to your planet earlier, I helped her in making weapons, and 

of course I got to know Uncle Salim too, and when I heard 

that my sister was kidnapped by a frog from the village of 

Alenka,1 I returned home quickly with Fadwa and Luth to 

see what was happening, and he told us that the Frog 

wanted to take the Blue Book. And at that moment we got 

                                                   
1 In the story of «  Sai the adventurer » 



 

 

 

acquainted with Frogh, who lost his brother Jack after he 

exploded in the cave. Fikou interrupted her: "so Frogh is 

Jack's brother?" Really?Karen replied: "Yes, and since that 

time he has also become with us because he wants revenge. 

Fikou asked: "revenge on whom?" Didn't the frog die?' And 

Karen replied: "Yes, he died, but he takes revenge on the 

one who sent the Frog. And Fikou said, «and who sent it?" 

And Karen said: "he was sent by... Luth interrupted: 

"Karen, it's not the right time to tell him that. And Fikou 

said, «Well, what about Saidak?" Luth said: "Saidak has 

been my friend since childhood, we are from the same 

planet but we are from different villages, we fought 

together a lot before and stayed together to this day." 

The heroes relaxed a little at a time when Fikou's glances at 

Karen contained a kind of magic, as if he had drowned in a 

sea of adoration. So the three of them came out of the cave 

to find right in front of them a large mountain on top of 

which a sword was shining. And Luth said: "that's it, let's 

go." 
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-The genesis of the hero- 

 
Luth rushed towards the sword and Salim and his 

daughter Fadwa joined him, bringing the book and the 

powder with them. And suddenly a large group of 

Gecorons came out. But the heroes were ready for battle. 

The conflict between them intensified, but the situation 

worsened when the sky turned black and a large gate 

opened, it was a shock to the heroes when they saw 

another group of armies coming, and at the same moment 

Saidak and Frogh arrived, Saidak said:" Unfortunately they 

managed to take the fruit."Then Luth and the others knew 

that King Shurun had woken up and was coming to take 

the sword. Uncle Salim said: "Come on, heroes, let's fight to 

the last breath. »So the grinding battle began between the 

two sides. Karen pulls out branches from the Earth's core 

and binds mutants to them. Luth was burning everyone he 

faced, Saidak with the rays of the sun emanating from his 

eyes, Frogh with the skills of arrows and a sword, while 

Uncle Salim, Fadwa and Fikou were all fighting with 

weapons. 

And the moment came when the heroes were afraid, where 

the minister Morinum and King Shorun came down, and 

things changed, and the heroes tried to overcome them, but 

they were very strong. "I'm going to turn this planet to 



 

 

 

ashes and then I'm going to make it my garbage place," 

Shurun said. To which Fikou replied: "If the world is going 

to become a garbage place, I advise you to live in it."The 

Shurun got angry and sent the Morinum towards the 

heroes, while he turned towards the sword, and Fikou also 

rushed at him as well, and uncle Salim and his daughter 

fired at the Shurun to distract him, and Luth came into 

direct conflict with the Morinum , But Shurun was strong 

and he was able to overcome Salim and Fadwa and he ran 

to the sword to catch him before Fikou, but Karen appeared 

in front of him and said:" You have to pass me first, if you 

are a king, I am a princess. And Shurun said with a laugh: 

"come on, let's see then."Karen tried to grab him from 

everywhere through the veins of the trees and threw the 

substance Naramon from the poisonous Zilfi plant, and 

Shurun felt burning in his eyes, but he sent a laser from her 

and hit Karen. So Fikou got to the place of the sword and 

tried to grab the sword and pull it out of its place, and 

everyone cheered for him and said: Come on, Fikou, you 

are our only hope. He kept pulling and lifting, but in vain 

he did not get out, and he fell to the ground, sitting on his 

knees, feeling frustrated. Shurun laughed and grabbed 

Fikou, repeating: oh boy, that sword is for the strong and 

not for the little ones like you. After I take possession of the 

blue sword, there will only be two missions left and we 

rule the universes." 

It was a sad sight all the heroes are besieged by the massive 

army. The healthy uncle between life and death, Fadwa 

tries to stand but is helpless. Luth and Saidak have their 

energy absorbed by the Sisurun.Frogh is out of stock and 

tied up everywhere, Karen is hurt. 
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Uncle Salim said: Fikou close your eyes, don't try to stare at 

him. "Fikou replied: Don't worry, uncle Salim, the end is 

inevitable."Shurun grabbed Fikou's face and stared at him 

for five seconds, and suddenly Fikou's eyes turned blue 

and the light flared up in them, and Shurun screamed and 

fell to the ground, saying," what's going on?" The sword 

caught fire, turned blue and quickly headed towards 

Fikou's hand.  

 

And he said:" What energy do I feel "Karen said, adding:" 

he did it. Fikou flew up and said, «Hey, King, do you want 

to go to the souk (market)?" He stood up and said: Come 

on, show me what you have, little one. »The conflict 

between Fikou and the king of mutants intensified. And it 

was a very pleasant confrontation, at one point Shurun 

made strong blows towards Fikou, but the latter was 

repelling her as if he realized the movements and hit 

Shurun. The latter was very strong due to the fact that 



 

 

 

Fikou does not know how to use the sword well yet, but he 

was stubborn at the same time and stood up again to knock 

him down. This time. In a scene where all the mutants were 

watching and couldn't do anything, Shurun said in pain:" 

what is this strange energy?" And Fico said (as he 

approached Shurun): "the Dark Age is over; King, and now 

I will divide you in half. 

When Fikou got closer and raised his sword higher, Shurun 

stared at the boy's neck and cried loudly and said: Fikou, 

my dear son. And suddenly Fikou stopped bewildered and 

said: "What did you just say?" Shurun replied: That tattoo 

on your neck, the letter F .Everyone was shocked by what 

they heard, including Fikou. "Since I was little, all the boys 

hated me because of the color of my skin, at school the 

teachers beat me and despised me, on the street people 

looked at me like a monkey, even at home they treated me 

like a stranger, because I was an orphan and a family took 

me to raise me, but they also abused me. And I was just a 

servant and a slave to them. Even when I got a little older, 

things didn't change and I was going to commit suicide, 

but a girl forbade me to do that and told me not all people 

are bad, so I got to know her and we got married, but I still 

had a grudge against everyone, and then I had two options, 

Either I would commit suicide and the world would get rid 

of me or I would conquer the world and get rid of all 

people except my wife. The option of suicide was 

impossible because I had a son. But I made the decision to 

erase the world, but I didn't find a suitable way. I returned 

to the option of suicide, but I said I would stay away as 

much as possible. I told my wife that I was going to travel 

for work and come back in a month, and I told her to tattoo 
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my son with the first letter of his name, I asked her to do 

this so that I would recognize him years later, and that boy 

is you. I went far away until I reached the forest of the 

damned, it is said that if you enter this forest, you cannot 

get out except to defeat its king, either to come out dead 

from it or to come out with great energy, and if a person 

gets that power, he will collect all the power of the forest 

with him. So I went into the forest and I was able to trick 

the king of the forest and took all the power, but the power 

will be a curse to you because it comes from the forest of 

the Damned. I stayed with that energy for years and I 

attacked many planets and I had many armies behind me. 

But the problem was that the energy was controlling my 

body year after year and sometimes I couldn't control it. So 

then I went to the Gondo, who is the king of the planet 

Gobat, the planet of dark, and explained to him how I can 

separate the curse and the power so that this energy is a 

blessing and not a curse, so we had an agreement, I 

brought him the blue sword because he wanted to rule the 

universes and at the same time free me from the curse and 

warned me not to use it. When I found it, I tried to instill it 

deep inside me, and when I did that, it got worse because I 

was the wrong person with this sword. You must be the 

one worth carrying. " 

Fikou was very impressed and didn't know what he was 

doing, and then Shurun said:" Come on, plant it deep 

inside me to get rid of this power."Fikou raised his sword 

and planted it in his father's heart, and the place caught fire 

and merged between blue and black, the energy was 

coming out little by little from the heart of Shurun, and 



 

 

 

uncle Salim came and brought the book with him, poured 

powder on it and opened the gate. 

A pile formed like a big planet in the sky and it was 

absorbing all the mutants including the Siusorn, the 

Morinum and the rest. The screaming of the crowd 

intensified and all that energy came out. 

The silent was in the place and Shurun was coughing, and 

Fikou came and said: "Are you all right?" 

He replied: "My Time is over here, son, I want you to keep 

your strength and not give up. Beware because the galaxy 

is full of enemies. Especially the Gondo because sooner or 

later he will find the sword to complete his plans. It seems 

that you have found the right team for you. Just tell your 

mom I'm sorry I abandoned her and I want to make one 

last request of you."The father was pouring blood out of his 

mouth, and Fikou said:"Yes, of course. And the father said, 

«Tell Me Dad for the first and last time. Let me hear 

it."Fikou hesitated a little and the tears didn't stop and he 

opened that gap to say goodbye to my father, but it was too 

late and Shurun said goodbye to life. Fikou shouted loudly: 

“Daaaaaad.” Uncle Salim came from behind Fikou and said 

to him:" Son, life is difficult, but this is not the time to cry 

and fall, we have a real danger and that is the Gondo. He 

stood up and said, «You have a right, we have to save the 

universe. And Karen said: "I'm going home now; call me in 

case you need me. And Luth said: "take Fikou with you, 

Karen, he needs to get to know his energy more and as 

soon as possible, and the right person for this is Sai. And 

Karen said, «Let’s go, then." 
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Sir, the Shurun is dead, and the Gondo says, ' what about 

the sword?' He replied: 'He was possessed by a boy, what 

are we doing?' He said: 'the war will start soon. 

Fikou will return 

 


